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What do you think of when you hear the word lessons2 You might
picture a chalkboard and a textbook, or start sweating at the
thought of a quiz. But it is also possible to learn valuable lessons
on a Saturday while hanging out with your friends. For instance,
you might learn the importance of nurturing a friendship in
order to help it grow. You can even learn lessons while reading
a powerful book or watching a gripping movie. The messages
about life and human nature that writers and directors convey
through their work are called themes. The themes they share
can keep you from having to learn lessons the hard way.
ACTIVITY Choose a book, poem, or movie that taught you one of
Iife's big lessons. Share your choice with a small group and talk

about why this message is important to you. Have other members
of the group learned similar lessons?

Literature and Reading Center
Writing Center
Vocabulary and Spelling Center

I

tllNOtS

Preview Unit Goals

OB'ECTIVES

LITERARY

Understand the difference between a topic and a theme

ANAtYSIS

ldentify and analyze theme and recurring theme
Read and evaluate historical

fiction

Analyze characters, including traits, words, and actions

Develop strategies for reading, including predicting,

READING

visualizing, and setting a purpose
Make inferences
Compare and contrast

ldentify main ideas and details; synthesize information

Write an analysis essay
i :': :. :. i. ,i.i. :!

::1

Combine sentences by using compound subjects and
predicates
Use commas and coordinating conjunctions correctly when

combining sentences

SPEAKING,

.

Participate in a group discussion

LISTENING,

AND VIEWING
VCICABULARY

Use context clues to determine the meaning of words

with

multiple meanings
Understand and use base words and suffixes to determine

word meaning

ACADEMI(
VOCABUTANY

.
.
.

topic
theme
recurring theme

. main idea and details
. synthesize
. sentence combining

Understanding Theme

ILu NOlS
OBJECTIVES
READING STANDARDS

2.5.O1 ldentify elements of fiction

2.5.04 ldentify the author's theme

"Winning isn't everything." "Follow your heart." You've probably learned
lessons Iike these at one time or another. Your own experience is usually the
best teacher, but literature can also communicate important truths, or themes.
A theme is a message about life or human nature that a writei wants readers to
understand. ln this workshop, you'll learn how to figure out what the stories,
poems, and playsyou read really mean.

Part 1: Topic Versus Theme
who doesn't fit in? His
siblings call him the "ugly duckling" because he looks different from them.
ln the end, the duckling discovers that he is actually a beautiful swan.
Have you heard the fairy tale about the duckling

The story of the ugly duckling is about being different. But this is not the
theme of the story. It is simply a topic-one or two words that sum up what
the story is about. The theme is the writer's message about the topic. "lt's
important to accept people for who they are" or "Differences are what make
people special" are two possible themes of the story.

While a topic can be described in a word or two, it takes a complete
sentence to describe a theme, as you'll notice in the following example.

The Drum
Poem by Nikki Giovanni
daddy says the world is
a drum tight and hard
and i told him
i'm gonna beat

out my own rhythm

TOPICS

. individuality
. being yourself

THEMC

.
.
.

'TATEMENTS
lt's important
to be yourself.
People should march to their
own rhythm.

lndividuality is about doing your
own thing.
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UNIT J: UNDERSTANDING THENIE

MODEL 1: THEME IN A STORY
Many fables teach lessons about human nature through the actions

of

animal characters. These lessons communicate important themes. As
you read this fable, notice the mistake the dog makes.
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Fable by

Aesop
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A dog who thought he was very clever stole a steak from a butcher
shop. As he ran off with it in his teeth, he crossed a bridge that spanned
a small, still river.
As he looked over the side of the bridge and into the water, he saw his
own reflection, but he thought it was another dog.
"Hmm," thought the dog, "that other dog has a nice, juicy steak
almost as good as the one I have. He's a stupidJooking dog. If I can
scare him, perhaps he'll drop his steak and run."
This seemed to rhe dog to be a perfect plan. Bur as he opened his
mouth to bark, he dropped his steak into the water and lost it.

ri

CIose Read
1. Explain how the dog
loses the steak he stole

from the butcher.

2. What lesson can
readers learn from the
dog's failed plan to get
another steak when he
already had one? State

the theme of this fable
in a sentence.
i

MODEL 2: THEME IN A POEM
This poem has a message about the topic of beauty.
t,.
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by Eve Merriam

just an old alley cat
that has followed us all the way home.

Close Read
1. Notice the way the cat

It hasn't a star on its forehead,
or a silky satiny coat.

I

No proud tiger stripes, no dainty tread,
no elegant velvet throat.

Itt

blotchy
city cat, not a pretty cat,
a rough little tough little bag of old bones.

,0ffi
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,

a splotchy,

I

Seauty, come

is

described. Would most
people consider this cat

beautiful? Explain.

2.

Reread the lEoied I lines.
Choose the statement
that best expresses this
poem's theme.
a. Beauty is something

that everyone can
agree on.

ln.

I

b. Different people have
different ideas about
what is beautiful.
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Part 2: CIues to Theme
ln some folk tales and stories, the theme is directly stated by a character or
the narrator. ln most works of literature, though, the theme is not usually
revealed in the form of a direct statement. As a reader, you need to infer, or
guess, the theme. To make a reasonable guess, you have to consider certain
clues. The elements in the chart can all serve as clues.

title may hint at a theme by highlighting
important idea, setting, or character. Ask:

The

TITTE

.

ptoT ,uuD coilrLtcT

an

What ideas does the title emphasize?

A story's plot often focuses on a conflict

that

is

important to the theme. Ask:

,r4{.

,2,,..
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.

How are the conflicts resolved?

Characters can reflect a theme by how they act and
what they learn. Ask:

CHARACTERS

#t

. What are the main characters

flt

they do and say.)

. How do the characters change?
. What lessons do the characters

learn?

A setting can suggest a theme because of the

SETTIN6

conflicts it creates for the characters. Ask:

d
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.

How do the characters feel about their
surroundings?

Part 3: Analyze the Literature
just learned about to help you
uncover the theme. The Close Read questions will guide you.

As you read this folk tale, use the clues you

lS

Gombpi land the f

\fild Ducks
Japanese folk tale retold by Yoshiko Uchida

Once long ago, in a small village in Japan, there lived a man whose
name was Gombei. He lived very close to a wooded marsh where wild
ducks came each winter to play in the water for many long hours. Even
when the wind was cold and the marsh waters were frozen, the ducks
came in great clusters, for they liked Gombei's marsh, and they often

CIose Read
1. Which character does
the title suggest is
important to watch?
As

stayed to sleep on the ice.

Just as his father had done before him, Gombei made his living by
trapping the wild ducks with simple loops of rope. \fhen a duck stepped
into a loop, Gombei simply pulled the rope tight and the duck was
caught. And like his father before him, Gombei never trapped more

15

than one duck each day.
'After all, the poor creatures come to the marsh neyer sus
that
thev will be
Gombei's father had said. "It would be too cruel to
traD more than one at a time."
And so for all t years that Gombei trapped, he never caught more
than one duck a day.
One cold winter morning, however, Gombei woke up with a dreary
and there
ache in his bones.
is no reason to continue as my father did for so many ygdlgj4d

20

I

nrnety-nlne
workins at a11."
Gombei wondered why he hadn't done this sooner. "It is a brilliant
idea," he thought.
The very next morning, he hurried out to the marsh and discovered
that its waters were frozen . "Yery good! A fine day for trapping," he
murmured, and quickly he laid a hundred ffaps on the icy surface. The
sun had not yet come up and the sky was full of dark clouds. Gombei
knelt behind a tree and clutched the ends of the hundred rope traps as
he shivered and waited for the ducks to come.

you read, look for

details that show what
this character is like and
how he changes.

2.

Reread the I boxed ltext.
What impression do you
have of Combei? Explain
whether you see any

problems with his plan.
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Slowly the sky grew lighter and Gombei could see some ducks
flying toward his marsh. FIe held his breath and watched eagerly as
they swooped down onto the ice. They did not see his ffaps at all and
gabbled noisily as they searched for food. One by one as the ducks
stepped into his traps, Gombei tightened his hold on rhe ropes.
"Qns-1\M6-1h1ss-" he counted, and in no time at all, he had
ninety-nine ducks in his traps. The day had not even dawned and
aheady his work was done for the next ninety-nine days. Gombei
grinned at his cleverness and thought of the days and weeks ahead
during which he could loaf.
"One more," he said patiently, "just one more duck and I will have a

hundred."
he last duck, however, was the hardest of all to catch. Gombei
waited and waited, but still there was no duck in his last trap. Soon
the sky grew bright for the sun had appeared at the rim of the wooded
hills, and suddenly a shaft of light scattered a rainbow of sparkling
colors over the ice. The startled ducks uttered a shrill cry and almost as
one they fluttered up into the sky, each trailing a length of rope from its
legs.

!

70

Gombei was so startled by their sudden flight, he didn't let go of the
ropes he held in his hands. Before he could even call for help, he found
himself swooshed up into the cold winter sky as the ninety-nine wild
ducks soared upward, pulling him along at the end of their rraps. . . .
Soon one hand began to slip, a little at first, and then a little more.
He was losing his grip on the ropes! Slowly Gombei felt the ropes slide
from his numb fingers and finally, he was unable to hold on any longer.
He closed his eyes tight and murmured a quick prayer as he plummeted
pell-mell down to earth. The wild ducks, not knowing what had
happened, flew on trailing their ropes behind like ribbons in the sky.
As Gombei tumbled toward the ground, however, avery strange
thing began to take place. First, he sprouted a bill, and then feathers
and wings, and then a tail and webbed feet. By the time he was almost
down to earth, he looked just like the creatures he had been trying to
trap. Gombei wondered if he were having a bad dream. Bur no, he was
flying and flapping his wings, and when he tried to call out, the only
sound that came from him was the call of the wild duck. He had indeed
become a wild duck himself. Gombei fluttered about frantically, trying
to think and feel like a duck instead of a man. At last, he decided there
was only one thing to do.
"If I am to be a wild duck, I must live like one," he thought, and he
headed slowly toward the waters of a marsh he saw glistening in the sun.

I
!
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Close Read
3. What happens to
Combei as a result

of his actions?

ln lines 69-lo, Combei
returns to a familiar

setting-a marsh-but
there is nothing familiar
about the situation he's
in. What conflict do you
think he's about to have?
g
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Slowly the sky grew lighter and Gombei could see some ducks

flying toward his marsh. He held his breath and watched eagerly as
they swooped down onro rhe ice. They did not see his ffaps ar all and
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gabbled noisily as rhey searched for food. One by one as the ducks
stepped into his traps, Gombei tightened his hold on the ropes.
35 "Qn6-11ys-1h1ss-" he counted, and in no time at all, he had
ninety-nine ducks in his traps. The day had not even dawned and
already his work was done for the next ninery-nine days. Gombei
grinned at his cleverness and thought of the days and weeks ahead
during which he could loaf.
40 "One more," he said patiently, "just one more duck and I will have a

hundred."
he last duck, however, was the hardest of all to catch. Gombei
waited and waited, but still there was no duck in his last trap. Soon
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the sky grew bright for the sun had appeared at rhe rim of the wooded
hills, and suddenly a shaft of light scattered a rainbow of sparkling
colors oi,er the ice. The startled ducks uttered a shrill cry and almosr as
one they fluttered up into the sky, each trailing a length of rope from its
legs.

Gombei was so srartled by their sudden flight, he didn't let go of the
ropes he held in his hands. Before he could even call for help, he found
himself swooshed up into the cold winter sky as the ninety-nine wild
ducks soared upward, pulling him along ar the end of their rraps. . . .
Soon one hand began to slip, a little ar firsr, and then a little more.
He was losing his grip on rhe ropes! Slowly Gombei felt the ropes slide

from his numb fingers and finally, he was unable to hold on any longer.
He closed his eyes tight and murmured a quick prayr-r as he plummeted
pell-mell down to eamh. The wild ducks, not knowing what had
happened, flew on trailing their ropes behind like ribbons in the sky.
As Gombei tumbled toward the ground, however, a lrery srrange
thing began to take place. First, he sprouted a bill, and then feathers
and wings, and then a tail and webbed feet. By the time he was almost
down to earth, he looked just like rhe creatures he had been trying to
trap. Gombei wondered if he were having a bad dream. Bur no, he was
flying and flapping his wings, and when he tried to call out, the only
sound that came from him was rhe call of the wild duck. He had indeed
become a wild duck himself. Gombei fluttered about frantically, trying
to think and feel like a duck instead of a man. At last, he decided there
was only one thing to do.
"If I am to be a wild duck, I must live like one," he thought, and he
headed sloWly toward rhe warers of a marsh he saw glistening in the sun.
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Close Read

3. What happens to
Combei as a result

of his actions?

ln lines 69-lo, Combei
returns to a familiar

setting-a marsh-but
there is nothing familiar
about the situation he's
in. What conflict do you
think he's about to have?

r
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He was so hungry he simply had to find something to eat, for he had
not even had breakfast yet. He swooped down to the marsh and looked
about hungrily. But as he waddled about thinking only of his empty
stomach, he suddenly felt a tug at his leg. He pulled and pulled, but he
could not get away. Then he looked down, and there wound around his
leg was the very same kind of rope trap that he set each day for the wild
ducks of his marsh.
"I wasn't harming anything. All I wanted was some food," he cried.
But the man who had set the trap could not understand what Gombei
was t
He had been trapped like a wild animal and soon he
and eaten.
"Oh-h-h-h me," Gombei wailed, "now I know how terrible it is for
even one wild duck to be trapped, and only this morning I was trying to
:rap a hundred poor birds. I am a wicked and greedy man," he thought,
"and I deserve to be punished for beine so cruel."
As Gombei wept, the tears trickled down his body
rope that was wound tightly about his leg. The moment they did, a
wonderful thing happened. The rope that was so secure suddenly fell
apart and Gombei was no longer caught in the trap.
"I'm free! I'm free!" Gombei shouted, and this time he wept tears
of joy. "How good it is to be free and alive! How grateful I am to have
another chance," he cried.
As the tears rolled down his face, and then his body, another strange
and marvelous thing happened. First, his feathers began to disappear,
and then his bill, and then his tail and his webbed feet. Finally he was
no longer a duck, but had become a human being once more. . . .
d,
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living thing," Gombei vowed
he went to his cupboard and
threw out all his rope traps and burned them into ash.
"From this moment on, I shall become a farmer," he said. "I will till
the soil and grow rice and wheat and food for all the living creatures of
the land." And Gombei did exactly that for the rest of his days.
As for the wild ducks, they came in ever-increasing numbers, for now
they found grain and feed instead of traps laid upon the ice, and they
knew that in the sheltered waters of Gombei's marsh they would always
ever again

5. Examine the l5oie?

text. What does Gombei
realize about himself
and his plan? Explain
what has caused the

change in his attitude.

ever trap another

-l[\ *h"" he reached home safely. Then

be safe.

Close Read

6.

Reread lines 97-roz.

Why does Combei
decide to become
a farmer after he is
magically freed?

7. Thinkaboutthe
lesson that Combei
has learned. Choose
topic shown and

a

write a statement that
expresses a theme of
the story.

.
.
.

freedom

treatment of others
understanding others'
problems
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Before Reading

The Dog of Pompeii
Short Story by Louis Untermeyer
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lLUNOlS
OBJECTIVES
READING STANDARDS

2.5.04 ldentify the author's theme
2.6.14 ldentify subcategories of
gen res

IDEA Some people take risks for the excitement of it, whether
they are trying a new skateboarding trick or auditioning for a play.
Others, such as a student entering a spelling bee, take risks hoping
to gain a reward. ln "The Dog of Pompeii," one character risks his
life simply to help someone else.
KEY

LIST

lT Brainstorm a list of situations

in which you would be willing

to take a risk for another person. Compare your lists with those of
your classmates. What differences and similarities do you see?
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